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AR-537 A Fast-Turnaround, Easily Testable ASIC Chip for Serial Bus Control Don Ellis and Shailesh Trivedi Intel Corp Chandler, AZ



This paper describes the standard cell ASIC design methodology for a serial bus controller chip. This is a prototype CMOS chip which was designed in 19 weeks for an automotive application. The chip includes testability circuits which help attain 98% fault coverage.



Fast-turnaround chip design has become important in the application-specific integrated circuit (ASIC) marketplace, where low production volumes preclude long design cycles. To address this market, the ASIC design methodology relies upon automatic layout software to generate fast chip layouts, at the expense of larger die sizes and somewhat lower performance. Pre-designed standard circuit cells eliminate the need for extensive circuit simulation, further shortening the design cycle. These design techniques can produce fast prototype chips for system demonstration and debug, or production parts for low-volume applications. Intel's Automotive Operation in Chandler, Arizona recently employed standard cell ASIC technology to produce a prototype serial bus controller chip for an automotive customer. In this paper we will describe the design methodology used to meet the 19-week design schedule for this chip, along with the testability strategy which was implemented in order to achieve a 98% fault grade.



The serial bus controller is a standard cell CMOS chip that interfaces a microprocessor to a serial cOll'lllunicationbus in an automobile. The chip performs both transmit and receive functions. The transmit function consists of a first-in, first-out (FIFO) data buffer feeding a parallel-in, serial-out (PISO) shift register, and



the receive function consists of a serial-in, parallel-out (SIPO) shift register drivinll one port of a dual-port random access memory (OPRAM). The block diagram is shown in Figure 1. The transmit function requires a decidedly non-standard 64 x 18 bit FIFO buffer. This is constructed with a 64 x 18 bit RAM and two address counters, as shown in Figure 2. The standard cell library did not contain a 64 x 18 bit RAM cell, so we had to construct it using an existing 64 x 8 RAM cell. We modified this cell, adding two more bits to create a 64 x 10 RAM cell, then connected it in parallel with the original 64 x 8 RAM, thus extending the word length to 18 bits. Before the 64 x 10 RAM cell could be added to the standard cell library, we had to fully characterize it using circuit simulation, like every other cell in the library. Two additional RC delay cells were also created to generate RAM read and write timings in the absence of microprocessor control signals. The receive function requires a lK x 8 bit dual-port RAM, but the standard cell library contained only single-port RAM cells. Fortunately, no cell modifications were necessary in this case. We used the existing lK x 8 RAM cell, multiplexing its data and address buses to simulate dual-port operation, as shown in Figure 3. RAM read and write timings are once again generated using the RC delay cells mentioned above. The final chip was manufactured in both single-layer metal (SLM) and double-layer metal (DLM) versions on a 1.5 micron CMOS process, resulting in a 355 x 294 mil chip with 68 I/O pins. It consists of 3 RAM arrays (9.3K bits total) and about 3,000 logic gates of control logic, for a total of 76,735 transistors. Of the 8,715 transistors contributed by the control logic, 11% belong to testability circuits which were added to increase the testability of the chip (i.e., shorten test prOliram development time and tester run tille). The testability strategy will be discussed later.
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The 19 week design schedule for this chip dictated the use of design automation tools. Since the chip included 3 large RAH arrays, gate arrays were impractical, so standard cells were used with automatic placement and routing software. The automatically generated layout was transferred into Intel's full custom design system for some final edits, and the usual design rule checking and verification procedures were followed prior to mask making and processing. A standard cell design usually proceeds through the following steps: 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6.



Translation of the logic into standard cells. Schematic capture into a computer database. Extraction of a cell interconnection "netlist". Logic and timing simulation. Automatic layout generation. Parasitic extraction and re-simulation.



The entire design procedure is outlined in Figure 4, and each step is described briefly below.



Our first task was to translate our customer's board-level schematics into a logic design consisting of subcircuits from the standard cell library. Since the customer's schematics referenced IC packages only, this involved the detailed design of the FIfO and OPRAH blocks (described above). A major part of the task was



the design of the extra standard cells mentioned above, with their characterization and inclusion in the cell library.



We performed schematic capture on a Daisy Personal Logician (PC-AT based) workstation, where each of the standard cells was available as a basic circuit element. We "compiled" each schematic separately to verify its integrity, then linked them together into a complete design database. Finally, we generated a "netlist", or device interconnection list, from this database. This netlist served as input to Intel's logic simulator on our VAX, which we used to verify design correctness. The logic simulator flagged several timing and glitch problems which were corrected before proceeding to layout.



We performed layout generation using the CAL-MP program from Silvar-Lisco. Working from the netlist, the program placed the three RAM arrays according to our instructions, then arranged the remaining standard cells in rows according to its own optimization algorithm. At this point prior to signal routing, we instructed the program to further iterate its optimization steps, as we manually modified several cell placements from the graphics terminal. Once all cell placements were determined, the program performed signal and power routing automatically.



intel predict simulation performance from the raw parasitic values. Because the first version of this chip was fabricated in single-layer metal with a great deal of po1ysi1icon in~erconne:tion, par~sit~c.s~ries resistances were Just as lmportant ln 11mltlng performance as are parasi~ic capacita~ce~. Unfortunately, series reslstors a~e dlfflcu1t to systematically insert into a net11st, so we had to simulate the resulting RC delays using Intel's circuit simulator. For the double-layer metal version, we could safely ignore series r~istances since the metal sheet resistance is three orders of magnitude smaller than that of po1ysi1icon.



The CAL-MP program accepted layout constraints in a variety of forms. In addition to the netlist information, we defined pad placements and the number of standard cell rows, and constrained a few critical signals (such as clocks) to two vertical metal buses traversing the right and left sides of the chip. Furthermore, several unconstrained signals were assigned numerical "strengths" greater than the default of 1.0, which weighted their consideration in the optimization algorithm, tending to shorten the~. We ultimately generated more than 20 layouts wlth widely varying signal strengths, until we were satisfied that very little further improvement was possible. PARASITIC



EXTRACTION



After a layout is generated, it must be proven to work in the presence of parasitic resistances and capacitances contributed by the signal interconnects. These parasitics are extracted from the layout and added to the net1ist for a post-layout simulation cycle. In principle, each iterated layout should be re-slmu1ated, but after about 10 layout generations we could easily



Our test goal for this part was a 98% fault grade, and since this was a fast-turnaround project with little time for test program .. development, we included a variety of testabl11ty circuits on the chip. An added benefit to this ,approach was that thetestability circuits simplified our debugg,ng procedures. ThlS strategy ultimately paid off, because we were able to quickly isolate and correct a RAM timing problem on the first silicon. Since this chip has a relatively small node count, we adopted an "ad hoc" rather than "structured" testability strategy. This means that we added test circuits on a case by case basis to improve the controllability and observability of the overall chip, rather than implementing a scan path, a built-in self test, or some other more elaborate scheme. Ad hoc testabl1ity design is appropriate for small chips having relatively low transistor/p~n ratios .. This chip has 8,715 transistors (excl~dlng th?se In.the RAMs) versus 68 pins, for a translstor/pln ratlo of 128. In contrast, Intel's 80386 microprocessor has 275,000 transistors versus 132 pins for a ratio of 2,083, clearly requiring structured testability techniques. Two pins are allocated for test purposes, which are used to select among four modes: a normal operating mode, and three test modes. This test mode strategy is shown in Figure 5. The test modes are used to partition the chip into three isolated subcircuits to be tested independently. In each mode, signals with poor visibility internal to the active subcircuit are brought out to the pads, and the non-active subcircuits are turned off by disabling their clock inputs. The test program can then exercise the active circuit with the goal of toggling each internal node for maximum fault coverage. Eleven of the 28 chip inputs provide test inputs in the three test modes, and 16 of the 23 chip outputs serve double duty as test outputs. Although input pins can be connected to several internal test points in parallel (usually multiplexer inputs), only one signal at a time can drive an output pin. These outputs are multiplexed using three stages of 2:1 multiplexers (one for each mode), and the outputs are collected into a 16 bit "test bus" which circumnavigates the chip.
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RAM testability is a special case, because a RAM is inherently fully testable provided its data and address buses are accessible, along with the necessary control signals. The difficulty here is that the RAMs are embedded in functional blocks which, especially in the FIFO, tends to disguise the inherent RAM accessibility. Inside the OPRAM, the IK x 8 RAM is read directly by the microprocessor using the external data and address buses, so observability is no problem. Writes, however, occur from the SIPO during serial reception. It would be partIcularly painful to test a IK RAM using serial writes, so a modification was necessary to improve RAM controllability. In test mode, the address multiplexer is held to the address bus by . overriding the select line, and a set of elght extra multiplexers were added to the data demultiplexer to allow bidirectional data !low. into and out of the RAM. Thus, the SIPO Clrcult is completely bypassed in test mode. The FIFO RAM is addressed by one of two counters in the operating mode, which presents a problem unless we are willing to accept sequential test addressing, or at least a very complex address setup procedure. The solution was to override the address bus with a multiplexer fed by input pin signals. The data bus presented the sa~ prob1e. as the OPRAH, but in reverse: data
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is written by the microprocessor using the external buses, but reads are serialized in the PISO. We decided that serial output was acceptable in FIFO test mode, however, because t~e FIFO has only 64 locations to test (versus 1024 In the OPRAM) , and the words are 18 bits long, which would require 18 extra mu1tlplexers. Thus, for the FIFO data, we left well enough alone. CONCLUSION This serial bus controller chip was designed using ASIC techniques in a very short time, resulting in a quick prototype chIp WhlCh o~r automotive customer could use to evaluate h,S system design in a timely manner. The inclusion of testability circuits further shortened the engineering debug ti'!M!as we~l as ~he manufacturing test tIme. ThIS proJect demonstrates that standard cell design is an attractive fast-turnaround methodology, and that a good testability strategy provides ad~itiona1 benefits which outweigh the extra desIgn effort. ACKNOWLEDGEMENT The authors would like to thank Graham Tubbs, for guiding us through the maze of ASIC design tools, Oinesh Maheshwari and Keith Steele, who helped prepare our final layout for processing, and Mukund Patel and Magdie1 Galan who helped us test and debug the final chip.
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